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the large print book company our complete catalog of - the large print book company is your source for classic books in
large print both hardcover and softcover, quintessential british gentleman tv tropes - the quintessential british gentleman
is a stock character commonly found in decidedly not so british works who encapsulates everything that non brits most
commonly americans think of when they think of that funny little island across the pond, gentleman snarker tv tropes - the
gentleman snarker is a type of deadpan snarker that can say ungentlemanly things as only a gentleman can this should not
be considered the exclusive domain of males because the ladies can be just as cunning and just as well bred rich this trope
is about any upper class person who is exceptionally witty, first they came for the iranians scott aaronson - the blog of
scott aaronson if you take just one piece of information from this blog quantum computers would not solve hard search
problems instantaneously by simply trying all the possible solutions at once, book review superforecasting slate star
codex - philip tetlock author of superforecasting got famous by studying prediction his first major experiment the expert
political judgment experiment is frequently cited as saying that top pundits predictions are no more accurate than a chimp
throwing darts at a list of possibilities although, were there dark ages slate star codex - ireland is cool and i have a
fondness for its people and history but ireland wasn t the most important country during that time it was barely a country at
all at the time, is it unprofessional to wear the same clothing item twice - a reader writes i just have a quick question for
you regarding professional dress code due to a comment from my boss is it unprofessional to wear to same pants twice in a
row or more during a work week
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